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you.Q: How do I add a subfolder to a gitignore folder? I'm trying to ignore my
node_modules folder in Git so that I don't have to add it to my.gitignore file. I have a
folder "node_modules" inside my project root folder (not on the file system). When I
run git status or git rm node_modules I get this message: error: pathspec
'node_modules' did not match any file(s) known to git. I also tried running git add -A.
and git rm -r node_modules and that didn't work. I tried this: git rm -r node_modules
and this: git rm -r -f node_modules Neither worked. A: Try this, git rm -r --cached
node_modules This will remove the node_modules folder from the current state of the
repository and its contents. A: I know this is an old question, but maybe it will help
someone else. The folder node_modules must exist before it can be removed via Git.
If you delete the folder and try to commit, Git will report the error you are seeing: git
rm -r node_modules error: pathspec 'node_modules' did not match any file(s) known
to git. The reason why is that Git is tracking the folder and it's contents. To remove
the folder and it's contents, add the following code to your.gitignore file:
node_modules A: Run this command to remove the node_modules folder: git rm -r
--cached node_modules And remove it from.gitignore file Note: This will remove it
from the git repository. So if
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